today finally coming to the surface: namely, the centrality of credit-which is not a wage but rather money one has to pay back and with interest-in this Brazilian "miracle" and the state's role in providing it. What was lost amongst the celebrations of "sustainable development" and upward class mobility is that since 2003 Brazil has witnessed a massive expansion of personal credit, across almost all sectors of society. With the slowing of GDP growth, starting in 2012, and after the popular uprisings in June 2013, there is more space now for critical approaches to this most recent boom and for questioning the role of the state in producing a situation in which as of July 2015 21.5% of families are behind on one credit account (CNC 2015) and where the APR on some credit cards has hit 345% and APRs of at least 200% are common (Martello 2015) . Performance with political scientist Murillo de Aragão is framed by his declaration, "A expansão do crédito para alavancar o crescimento econômico parece ter chegado ao limite" (Balthazar 9) . Through the first six months of 2015, 93 Brazilian companies have had their credit ratings downgraded and U.S. investment banks are now investing in Brazilian debt collection agencies in anticipation of increasing defaults (Levin 2015; Pacheco 2015) . 2 Between 2002 and 2013 the minimum wage in Brazil increased from R$ 200,00 to R$ 678,00, an increase of 70.49% (Vozes 2013: 19) . 3 The Banco Central do Brasil divides its reporting of credit to individuals (pessoas físicas) into two categories: "recursos livres," which includes such things as crédito consignado, credit cards, cheque especial, and auto loans and "recursos direcionados" which include housing, BNDES, and rural development loans. The numbers above refer to the total amounts of lending in the "recursos livres" category.
2008 financial crisis, broke 13% for the first time since the Federal Reserve began tracking these numbers in 1980 (Federal Reserve 2015) . What this means in practical terms is millions of people all over Brazil paying massive amounts of interest for homes full of appliances, for new or used cars, and, increasingly, for their homes themselves.
However, credit has been sold by the governments of the Partido dos Trabalhadores (PT) as a part of a process of "democratization," of making society more "inclusive,"
and while it may change consumption patterns, mass credit has most certainly made a great deal of money for those holding the loans (which includes a broad selection of national and foreign elites, as well as state banks). The rapid expansion of mass credit during the Lula and Dilma administrations, and its effects on social and cultural life, then, remains an under-researched question (Müller 2014) .
In this article, I examine the social effects of this credit expansion by positioning credit as a form of public security. In the first part of this article, I chart the expansion of personal credit as a form of financial corporativism during the PT governments in Brazil since 2003. As well, I trace some of the principle cultural mediations of credit and the role of Rio de Janeiro as the site of the production of these mediations, in particular the transition from discourses of racial democracy to credit democracy elaborated in the 2012 novela Cheias de Charme. In the second part, I turn my attention to the kind of subjects that credit expansion has produced. Here I argue that credit expansion has produced a form of the subject as a pass-thru or gateway in which the state is less concerned with subjects' interiority and more with facilitating the seizure of assets. This seizure requires a concomitant expansion of militarization and the threat of state violence which further hollows out the subject. I conclude by returning to Rio de Janeiro to apply these insights to the post-UPP political environment. My overall argument is that credit has functioned as a form of or has impacted public security in two ways: first, state-linked discourse and cultural productions concerning credit-based consumption have produced new figures of national belonging, while, second, the legal environment required for credit expansion produces subjects increasingly exposed to the threat of state violence.
Crédito Consignado: Mass Credit and Corporativism
In the process of financial liberalization in the 1990s, (Grün 2004; Grün 2005) . By 2003, these large union federations, in particular CUT, which has close ties to the PT, began undertaking negotiations that would allow them to offer consignado to union members (Moreira 2005: A4) . While the rhetoric of the unions was of attacking banks (i.e., negotiating lower interest rates for members), in fact the unions were contesting with the banks for financial service revenue streams (Weissheimer 2004) . When in November of 2003, CUT 5 In addition, a large portion of all credit to individuals has been provided by state-owned banks, and their share of lending is increasing, from 35% of all loans in 2009 to 55% in 2015 (Associated Press 2015). As well, instead of reading the recent past in Brazil has part of a "transition to democracy," my approach emphasizes rather the carryover of corporativist and state policing structures and the tendency to secure state control through their capillary extension and amplification (Wiarda 2004; Zaverucha 2005) .
signed a deal creating a crédito consignado structure for some of its members, Lula's finance minister, Antonio Palocci was present at the signing, highlighting the degree of government support in preparing and promoting the new credit form (Moreira 2005: A4) .
In September 2004, the Lula government extended crédito consignado to individuals with INSS benefits, in effect massifying the consignado credit structure beyond the PT union-linked base (Salomon 2006; Gigliucci 2011) . The lower interest rates led to the quick expansion of consignado to INSS recipients and the slow extension of consignado from public to some private workers. In practice, the consignado loans function like a line of credit. The INSS, for example, sets a cap on the amount that can be lent from an individual's benefit payment (currently 30%). 6 If a retiree gets a monthly benefit payment of R$ 1000, they can have up to R$ 300 per month deducted directly from their payment. This R$ 300 functions like a line of credit which the retiree can use to make commodity purchases or put towards a payment on a car or even house loan.
Many consignado providers also offer credit cards, allowing part of the credit to be used through this modality.
Crédito consignado was from the very start a government-linked program and part of an attempt to promote domestic consumption after the recession of the early The 1980s and 1990s witnessed a widening gap between the formal and informal labor markets and the increasing inability of the state to mediate the capital-labor relation through traditional corporativist structures (Bensusán and von Bülow 1998; Boito Jr. 1999; Veloso 2012) . The movement of the PT as the party of labor into control of pension funds and the movement of unions themselves into financial services was an early reformulation of these corporativist structures. The central instruments of mass credit, such as crédito consignado, are developed from within and by union structures and then taken over by social security and the private sector. Thus, the expansion of personal credit should be seen, along with the expansion of state police and paramilitary forces in the same period, as a structure that emerges to reestablish a form of social control beyond the processes of production, outside the traditional form of capital-labor mediation through the wage-which is not to say this traditional form of mediation has entirely disappeared, rather it has been supplemented by credit and state violence. The fact that state violence and credit as non-traditional corporativist structures emerge at the same time is important because the utopian promise of credit, the "equality" through consumption it promises, is highly unstable and primarily illusory. Thus, as we will see, not only is the utopia of credit one that leaves critical social relations, particularly those of social reproduction, untouched, it also requires and calls forth new forms of state violence once its shaky promises begin to fail.
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A Nova Classe Média (Parcelada)
The debate over the social effects induced by the rise of credit in Brazil has played out through the discursive construction and contestation over a category that has been which has carried over into the journalistic media and popular consciousness and has led to the creation of a new cultural imaginary of credit democracy.
The category of the "nova classe média" was advanced in key ways by two documents. The first was a classificatory system which began to be used by the What is important is how in the Critério, Neri's work, and the flood of popular press and journal articles that followed the publication of A Nova Classe Média, this new power of consumption defines a new national subject-the new middle class or classe C which now encompasses over half the population. As Neri writes, classe C "é a imagem mais próxima da sociedade brasileira" (5). The literature on the nova classe média, in its academic, business, and popular flavors, produces a new national subject, one not just of production (of labor, the wage, and the worker), but of finance and consumption, and, more specifically, of credit. The discursive framing of equality through consumption, which is then amplified in various mass cultural products, define a new national imaginary, not of racial democracy, but rather of what we might call "credit democracy."
Credit Democracy and Cheias de Charme
During the 1930s and 40s, the Vargas dictatorship, like many Latin American states at the time, incorporated a theory of mestizagem into the formation of a national popular culture (Alberto 2011: 9-11; Telles 2014: 177-180) . While the Vargas state incorporated elements of Afro-Brazilian culture (samba, carnival, futebol, malandragem) into the foundation of Brazilian national culture, intellectuals elaborated a theory of "racial democracy," which celebrated Brazil as a country without, or with minimal, racial discrimination. Peripheral urban areas (in particular those of Rio de Janeiro, then the national capital) occupied a contradictory place in national popular culture: as sites of racialized proletarian exclusion but also as the cradle of national culture. This system of national integration via a "racially democratic" national culture began to break down in the 1980s and 90s for two reasons. First, the 1982 debt crisis, hyperinflation, and the implementation of neoliberal reforms meant that the Brazilian state put fewer resources into the corporativist structures which had underpinned this imaginary. Second, starting in the military dictatorship, militant black intellectuals began to question the myth of racial democracy, arguing that it was more a technique of social control used to mystify and pacify peripheral populations than an ideal that the Brazilian state was committed to realizing (Alberto 2011: 17) .
With the "stabilization" of the Brazilian economy in the 2000s and the coming to power of the PT, the state began to rebuild its corporativist machinery of which, as we have seen, the provision of credit was an important part. In the discourses around the nova classe média we can see the beginnings of a new collective imaginary, used to fuse individuals into the nation. The imaginary that has been produced has not been a return to racial democracy, but rather what we might call credit democracy. While government-linked discourses around the nova classe média begin this process of articulation, it is in mass cultural production where the new subject positions and horizons of this formation have been fashioned and disseminated nationally. 10 These cultural productions, much like the national cultural productions of the Vargas period, are overwhelmingly set in Rio de Janeiro, which continues to serve as the backdrop for the creation of national cultural imaginaries. In the following, I discuss one such production, the 2012 novela Cheias de Charme and its crafting of a form of credit democracy. If racial democracy was concerned with producing forms of cultural commonsense that obscured real structures of racial and class domination, the imaginary of credit democracy posits a false equality of consumption which obscures, as well, very real differences in access to goods and services as well as forms of race and class inequality that cannot be overcome by credit-based consumption. At the same time, Cheias reveals the imaginary of credit democracy to be an internally fragile one, as 10 This is part of a larger recalibration of the state's approach to race in this period; see Reiter and Mitchell (2010) for a window into this new environment and Joseph (2013) for a summary of the different positions in current debates on racial democracy in Brazil. As should be clear, I think there has been an important shift away from the discursive nexus of racial democracy.
the dreams of social accession in the novela itself cannot be realized through increasing wages or credit but rather require the deus ex machina of pop stardom.
Cheias de charme tells the story of three women-Maria da Penha (Taís Araújo), Maria Aparecida (Isabelle Drummond) and Maria do Rosario (Leandra Leal)-employed as domestic workers, who form a music group "As Empreguetes" and become an overnight sensation. Cheias, a Globo novela, was on the air from April 16, 2012 to September 28, 2012 and while not the most successful Globo novela of the moment (that would be Avenida Brasil), its narrative of lower class upward mobility became a frequently cited point of reference for the changes in and debates over the new Brazilian "middle class" (Mauro and Trindade 2012; Grijó 2014) . However, Cheias, more than Avenida, articulates the presumptions and horizon of credit democracy, in part because its plot turns around the very notion of equality and the overcoming of differences between social classes. In the novela, the lives of the three Marias are turned upside down after their self-recorded song (and video) go viral. Their accession to pop stardom makes them into the social equals of their former bosses and enables them to enact all their fantasies of consumption-during the novela they buy houses, reform them, and fill them with electrodomésticos.
11 The show then does not specifically focus on credit, but rather on the credit-form or the fantasy of equality via credit-based consumption. That is, credit exists in the background, occasionally appearing in moments of consumption, while the show itself models the fantasy of credit-enabled consumption, namely the ability to transcend or suspend one's socio-economic position.
This mix of the belief in potential equality through consumption and the obscuring of structural class and race difference through their (temporary) suspension is what defines the cultural imaginary of credit democracy.
11
In one episode (#79), Penha buys a new car (a Volkswagen) and cooks dinner uses her new kitchen while Cida dines in the same restaurant as her former employers, much to their disgust.
Cheias is a form of Latin American telenovela which has become very popular and lucrative in recent years. By making novelas that center on fictional pop groups (the Argentinean novela Rebelde Way was among the first in this genre), media companies have been able to add additional revenue streams, including CD and single sales of the songs made popular on the show, concert tickets, etc. While the show itself was popular, part of its wide cultural dissemination was its utilization of multiple media platforms, including the singles spun off from the show and contests in which domestic workers were invited to submit their own videos with a chance to win a guest appearance on the show. In Cheias, the first single from the group, "Vida de empreguete," condensed a 
Minha colega quis botar
Aplique no cabelo dela
Gastou um extra que era da parcela
As filhas da patroa
A nojenta e a entojada Só sabem explorar, não valem nada ...
Levo vida de empreguete, eu pego às sete
Fim de semana é salto alto e ver no que vai dar Um dia compro apartamento viro socialite
Toda boa, vou com meu ficante viajar
Cheias and the song "Vida" draw on academic and journalistic accounts' framing of the rise of the nova classe média as a narrative of the production of equality through consumption. In the single, this equality ("compro apartamento") is linked to the suspension of the domestics' structural positioning ("um dia"). In the case of "Vida," this positioning is determined by the division of labor of social reproduction, of who does the dirty work of "passando pano" and "botando a roupa" under the arbitrary power of others.
12 However, credit-enabled consumption ("da parcela") cannot realize in a tangible way all the desires forwarded by the song "Vida," and thus the only way to make good on credit and consumption's promises of equality is through the external device of pop music stardom. That is, even the narrative universe of Cheias appears to lack faith in credit's ability to change structural conditions. This, then, is the
12
One thing that cannot be paid for with credit is wages. Thus, of all of the changes in Brazilian households in this period, one thing that does not change drastically is the composition of the labor of social reproduction. contradictory imaginary offered by credit democracy: the belief in the possible suspension of one's positioning in a certain set of social relations (or the belief in equality through consumption) accompanied by the suspicion that this suspension will only be temporary or might be impossible.
There is a tendency for cultural objects in a moment of credit (such as Cheias and news reports on the "nova classe média") to focus on those individuals whose positioning is most disadvantaged within the division of labor. Maids, cooks, and sex workers all attract attention in this moment as subjects of economic and journalistic reports: why? I would argue this is because credit promises equality but is, in fact, most adapt at delivering the temporary suspension of one's socio-economic location. Thus, the concern with figures positioned at the very low end or in the most socially degraded parts of the division of labor is driven by the impact of the suspension that can be realized there. Maids buying sofas; maids buying houses-the sudden traversal of this distance in consumptive power is a kind of sublime equality effect of credit and generates a good deal of the affective impact of Cheias as well as of journalistic puff pieces that push the (false) equality of consumption. Moreover, in Cheias this equality effect of the credit-form affects an erasure of race: domestics in São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro are predominantly women from Afro-Brazilian backgrounds, while in Cheias only one is visibly marked as Afro-Brazilian (Taís). In this way, the form of credit democracy produced in Cheias has the added effect of making race almost completely disappear as a problematic of Brazilian society.
The aspirational form of credit which underpins the imaginary of credit democracy presents itself as inheriting a prior socialist or social democratic imaginary of the wage as a mechanism for the redistribution of surplus. The promise of wage redistribution was not necessarily the promise of a structural change in or overthrowing of the relations of production, but it was most definitely a redistribution of wealth.
Credit cannot fulfill either a function of redistribution or structural change; it can rather only deliver a temporary equality in (certain) patterns of consumption. Clearly equal consumption of refrigerators or airline tickets does not mean equal income, equal rights, or equal access to more prestigious or valuable goods (e.g., homes, education, pensions, state services or protections). However, contemporary discussions of credit in Brazil appropriate the aspirational language of previous left movements for the ends of sculpting a new national imaginary: credit is a net positive in these accounts, because it democratizes consumption and creates a more "inclusive" society. While for many years the dominant discourse of consumption (via credit) was as a form of equality or democratization, its reality, which is perhaps more tangible now, is that it is a site of extended financial exploitation.
While the state has controlled the spread of credit and the production of an environment in which consumption has been sold as a new form of equality, the state does not get to chose how this environment comes to be mediated culturally-though it has tried to influence this as much as possible. Through its promotion of discourses of the nova classe média, the PT state has attempted to control the framing of credit expansion as a net positive; as we can see in Cheias, however, the cultural imaginary of credit and consumption has come with suspicion built into it. To the extent that statepromoted ideologies, such as racial democracy, attempt to suture real differences of race and class, such formations have always been in contradiction with the structural conditions out of which they were developed. The difference between racial democracy and the kind of credit democracy or promise of equality through credit-enabled consumption seen in Cheias is that the latter is a discursive form that appears to not entirely believe in itself.
The Anti-Subjects of Credit
Financial corporativism not only produces figures of the nation but works on the level of the subject as well. In Discipline and Punish, Foucault discusses modern disciplinary procedures as producing the "modern soul" (23). With the rise of disciplinary apparatuses and institutions of enclosure, disciplinary techniques like imprisonment came to reform the soul instead of punishing the body. They did so, however, through a complex set of processes aimed at the body; which Foucault describes as the art of distributions (placing bodies in enclosed, portioned spaces), the control of activity (of time and gesture), the organization of "geneses" (various forms of training), and the composition of forces (tactically combining individual bodies into larger "machines").
All these are operations on a body, but ones which give rise to the subject's interiority, its "soul."
13
If the subject as we have known it since the seventeenth century has been created by "subject[ion] to someone else by control and dependence" and through the production of "a conscience or self-knowledge" (Foucault 1982: 781) , the specific environment of credit expansion has required a shift in this apparatus, from a concern with monitoring the interiority of individuals to turning the subject into a pass-thru or gateway to an asset. That is, in the moment of personal credit, the state has become less concerned with the "souls" or interiority of individuals and has instead prepared a legal environment in which the subject serves as a gateway for repossessing or seizing assets and income. As we will see below, this legal environment, which exposes individuals to 13 Foucault writes: "It would be wrong to say that the soul is an illusion, or an ideological effect. On the contrary, it exists, it has a reality, it is produced permanently around, on, without the body by the functioning of a power that is exercised on those punished-and, in a more general way, on those one supervises, trains and corrects. This is the historical reality of this soul, which, unlike the soul represented by Christian theology, is not born in sin and subject to punishment, but is born rather out of methods of punishment, supervision and constraint" (29). My position is that credit, in general, but also specifically in the way it has been massified in Brazil, represents less a social relation of obligation and more a new commitment on the part of the state to use or allow violence to seize assets and to defend a narrower definition of property and collateral. That is, credit is not merely a social relation but requires a new social environment, one which blends very specific legal characteristics and public security institutions and apparatuses. To "convince" banks to lend to individuals has required giving them the ability, authority, and means to repossess whatever the credit was used to purchase, to seize future income, and/or the assets posted as collateral. In short, credit requires the readying of a legal environment where repossession is swift and difficult to contest and in which the state or parastate forces signal their readiness to do or support the work of repossession and to defend intensified notions of private property. In this way, credit represents an important site of imbrication between the militarized security state and the financial corporativist state. This legal environment, due to new linkages between repressive and institutional state apparatuses, produces, not subjects with "modern souls," but rather subjects whose interiority is no longer of great concern and who serve, within the social relations of credit, primarily as a pass-thru or gateway to assets to be seized.
The readying of this social environment and the armed force necessary to sustain it can be described as the new security logic of credit. To take one potential example In recent years, the literature has built a near consensus that 'sound' institutions are congenial to good economic performance (North 1994).
Institutions, insofar as they determine the economic environment agents operate in, should be important for explaining economic outcomes.
Quite often, the specific mechanism through which institutions influence economic performance is protection from expropriation. In environments in which expropriation is likely, agents underinvest (from a social perspective) relative to more secure ones. In the end, a plethora of suboptimal micro-economic decisions amount to a poorer aggregate economic performance. (156) The environment that must be created then is one in which lenders are protected "from expropriation." The legal framework of repossession and bankruptcy was the subject of a great deal of change in the early 2000s in Brazil: repossession was facilitated, bankruptcy made less complicated and certain kinds of creditors given priority over others, and crédito consignado's practice of using future income as collateral was defended by the state in court (Ferreira 2008: 13) .
14 The central aim of these changes was making the repossession and resell of assets easier and this was done, primarily, by removing rights and legal remedies from debtors. Before these changes, the general legal framework governing the repossession of collateral was that creditors could repossess but could not resell until debtors had exhausted a series of legal and juridical measures.
The argument advanced by policy makers and bankers was that making repossession easier and allowing payments to be deducted directly from individuals' income (which we might call by the less uplifting term of wage or income garnishment)
would allow lenders to deepen credit markets by lending to more risky individuals. This type of argument is laid out in detail in Juliano Assunção, Efraim Benmelech, and Fernando S. S. Silva's "Repossession and the Democratization of Credit" (2013) . The authors analyze the changes to repossession law and the market for auto loans, echoing a theoretical stance that proliferated throughout the mainstream economic literature and popular media in these years, that changing the nature of "property" by making it more available to seizure was in fact a form of "democratization," understood as increasing access to the equality of consumption offered by credit. As they write:
Our evidence suggests that the legal change has led to larger loans with lower spreads, longer maturities, and higher leverage. It has also brought about a "democratization" of credit, enabling riskier, lowincome borrowers to obtain loans and purchase newer, more expensive cars. Although the credit reform has improved access to credit by
14
Going into the specifics of these different legal histories would take us too far afield here. For auto loans see Assunção, Benmelech, and Silva (2013) ; for housing see Sanfelici (2013) ; for consignado see De Mello and Garcia (2012) ; and for the hierarchy of creditors in bankruptcy see Araujo, Ferreira, and Funchal (2012) . expanding credit to riskier borrowers, it has also led to increased incidences of default and repossession. In sum, this article provides evidence on the consequences of a credit reform, highlighting the crucial role that collateral plays in credit markets. (19) These kinds of changes in repossession and bankruptcy laws reframed both the importance of private property and the legal understanding of ownership. Generally speaking, property becomes much less "private," much more fungible and easier to seize, and the importance of repossession as something fundamental to upholding the existing social order becomes much more pronounced. If credit forms a part of the postdictatorship process of democratization, and a key part of extending credit is the easy repossession and the direct seizure of income which drives profits up, then the state and para-state agencies who enforce these laws have a mandate to effect seizures using whatever means necessary. Property, the more it becomes discursively associated with democracy, becomes increasingly sacred-to the extent that upholding property rights becomes a part of upholding the very institutions of democracy.
Thus, my argument is that the legal environment that undergirds the expansion of personal credit in Brazil has required a new imbrication between the threat of state or state sanctioned violence and the production of subjects. The subjects produced in this moment, who we might call "anti-subjects" due to how their production breaks with the Christian pastoral tradition of monitoring interiority, are exposed in new ways to the threat or possibility of state violence, both because credit is inherently an unstable corporativist formation (thus leading to the use of state violence as a supplement) and because the state commits itself to defending a new, more rigid conception of private property as well as to using force to seize assets as the credit bubble expands and contracts and then deflates.
UPPs, the Caveirão of Finance
What I have tried to trace in this article are the unexpected ways finance, public security, and state violence have accompanied one another in contemporary Brazil. Credit expansion as a form of financial corporativism has mirrored the expansion of militarized public security (Amar 2013) , but also calls upon the threat of state sanctioned violence to structure its legal environment. This imbrication between attempted finance-led accumulation and state violence as joined forms of public security is nowhere more apparent than in Rio de Janeiro, in particular in its most recent public security strategy of the Unidades de Polícia Pacificadora (UPPs). ). Wacquant's account is focused, however, on a shift between welfare state policies that were focused on discipline (i.e., internalization of norms by subjects) to a punitive state in which the aim is the direct punishment of marginal sectors. The account given here concerning Brazil has a punitive focus, but the extension of credit is seen, not as punitive or disciplinary gesture, but rather as a corporativist one.
frequently remarked is how the UPPs open these areas to forms of financial accumulation as well. In addition to the regularization of electric, cable, and water bills (bills on which people can get "behind" and, as a result, be forced to pay "fees" which are a form of interest on past due accounts), the UPPs have brought an expansion of both banks and commercial stores into comunidades-as well as real estate speculation.
While it will be obvious that banks make their money from interest and fees charged to consumers, what is perhaps less known is that as much as 20% of many stores' bottom lines are accounted for by offering credit to consumers (Saltorato and Donadone 2012) . 16 Thus, UPPs make possible not just the spread of commercialization or commodification (as some accounts have it), but the spread and further penetration of forms of financial accumulation into peripheral communities.
17
While there is no credit data specific to Rio that differentiates between the formal city and comunidades, one can extrapolate from national data and from data on Saltorato and Donadone (2012) also note that financial side of large varejistas is growing much more quickly than the retail side and that the profit margins on financial services (while varying across year and establishment) are frequently twice that of retail (approaching a 100% margin in some cases).
It is no surprise then that the UPP project attracted the attention of the quintessential Brazilian (failed) financialized capitalist, Eike Batista (Werneck 2014) , who before the collapse of his empire pledged R$ 20 million per year for the UPPs. moradores] disseram ter usado o cartão de crédito emprestado de parentes ou amigos" and a 2014 study found that three out of four people who loan their names (so family members or friends can take out credit because they are unable) have delinquent accounts (Brasileiros 2015; Instituto GEOC 2014) .
We can draw two perhaps obvious conclusions from this: adults in peripheral communities are the group with the greatest need for credit to fill in what their wages are unable to provide. They are also the group with the smallest margin of error when it comes to paying money back-which is illustrated by the higher rates of delinquency in comunidades. A few missed weeks of work or a lost job and individuals can become stuck, if they were not before, on a treadmill or under a mountain of unpayable debt.
Second, as the economy continues to contract these will be the first people thrown out of work, which thus makes them among the most vulnerable to forms of economic decision-making that will affect their ability for self-reproduction, such as having to decide to pay their debt or rent, buy food or pay debt, etc. What is perhaps less obvious is that credit exacerbates the most marginalized individuals' already significant vulnerability. So much of the current mediatic and institutional discourse around credit in Brazil sees it as a net positive, as opposed to being what it is: a form of financial exploitation. Annual interest rates, as noted before, on credit card debt are currently topping out at 345% and are continuing to rise (Martello 2015) . In a situation in which the state has already begun to take measures to decrease the credit supply and in which more and more individuals are falling behind on payments, it will become harder and harder for individuals to avoid default by rolling over or transferring their debt. As time (and credit) run out on finance as a corporativist measure, the only lever left at the state's disposal to enforce debts and keep the financial extraction running that Brazil is now dependent on is violence-and this is a purpose that new security measures like the UPPs will serve. I want to end, however, on a less dire note, because if finance has produced, across the territorial space of the nation and the city, new, failing forms of financial corporativism, it has also then produced, as well, new political possibilities. Several observers of Rio have noted a recent shift in political formations in the city, with new overlaps between the morro and asphalto and new alliances between comunidades, which have been attributed, in part, to the attention the UPPs have received as part of Rio's security strategy in the run up to the megaevents of the Copa and the Olympics (Bianchi 2013; Parkin 2015) . That is most certainly the case, but I also would argue that at least some of the possibility for such relations is contained in the spread of linked forms of finance and state violence charted in this essay.
There are two ways in which this might be the case, and both turn on how finance, in particular in the form of credit and as real estate speculation, creates new forms of possible commonality across the formal/informal city divide. 
populations outside comunidades.
19 Due to the legal redefinition of private property, the state now has to defend private property much more strenuously and at higher cost. As well, the instability of credit as a corporativist structure means that the state has to rely more on the lever of violence to control unruly populations, particularly as the credit bubble begins to deflate, if not burst. The end result is instead of Rio's future being the spread of normalized police functions to peripheral areas, it might be, in fact, more marked the reverse: the increasing exposure of multiple sectors of the population to routinized exceptional state violence.
Thus, instead of the UPPs themselves representing the beginning of a new political conjuncture as they introduce a new kind of policing into peripheral spaces, perhaps part, but only part, of the new conjecture-and the new forms of crosscommunity political contact that are emerging-is defined by the spreading of forms of financial exploitation and exceptional state violence across the urban territory. In Rio's case, perhaps there are new opportunities now for alliance-sure to be fraught and complicated-as financial exploitation has bridged different urban spaces (between morro and asphalto and between comunidades). At same time, perhaps the exceptionality of the violence of the UPPs is now more visible to traditionally middle class sectors of the city, because these sectors of the population are now exposed, in limited ways as well, to the threat of similar kinds of violence. Perhaps, then, some of the political possibilities in Rio in the financialized present are a result of the fact that instead of the povo descending the morro, the state has.
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In no way are the forms of violence or levels of exposure between the informal and formal city equal. I am rather pointing just to a possible basis for the recognition of the existence of such state violence, not to isomorphic situations.
